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As an elder care lawyer for almost 19
years, I have learned the importance

of studying health care delivery systems,
specifically related to the delivery of services
to seniors. There is no doubt the U.S. health
care system can and should improve the
health care services provided for an
increasingly aging population.
In November 2016, I had the privilege of
traveling to the Netherlands as a member
of the National Academy of Elder Law
Attorneys (NAELA) delegation. The delega-
tion’s goal was to learn about how health care
and legal services are provided to seniors in
the Netherlands compared to the U.S. model.
As an outcome of the trip, our office has
scheduled Eloy van Hal, the co-founder of
Hogeweyk, the world renowned Dementia
Village outside Amsterdam, to travel to
New Jersey in April 2018 to speak about
the Dutch model for treating individuals
with dementia.
Given the enlightening experience studying
the Dutch long-term care system, I wanted to
experience more. From February 16-26, 2018,
I was part of a group of 18 professionals from
the U.S. who traveled to Israel to focus on
aging in Israel. Among tour participants
were chaplains, clergy, rabbis, a doctor,
and a geriatric care manager.
The Israel tour was significantly different
than the Netherlands tour for several reasons.
First, I was the only attorney on the tour. In
the Netherlands, we were all attorneys, and
therefore we tended to ask similar questions
and analyze the issues in similar patterns.
The Israel tour, in contrast, was comprised
mainly of chaplains who concentrated on end

of life issues
with an
emphasis on
spirituality.
As a result,
I obtained
a greater
appreciation
of the value
of spirituality
at the end of
life that I
intend to
apply to my

elder care law practice in the future.
Additionally, unlike the Netherlands, in
which I had no previous connection to the
country, the Israel tour became highly
personal. While I was on a journey about
aging, the trip soon became an exploration
into myself. In addition to exploring at least
a dozen different aging services in Israel for
both Jews and Arabs, I had the opportunity to
meet many of my distant cousins, had dinner
with a childhood friend in Tel Aviv, and had a
chance meeting with a gentleman in a coffee
shop who I believe was placed there by a
higher being at that exact time for me to meet.
I met Jay Pollack at a coffee shop in
Jerusalem. Jay was originally from
Philadelphia who moved to Israel in 1967.
As it turned out, he knew my great-
grandfather, Pinchas Rothkoff, who died
before I was born. He remembered Pinchas
having a tailor shop on South 4th Street in
South Philadelphia. As a 10-year old, Jay
remembered him to be the leader of Sabbath
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Saturday morning services in South
Philadelphia in the late 1940s. He
recalled Pinchas as always bossing
people around during the service which
intimidated Jay. Jay's father told him
that my great-grandfather would receive
complaints from women every day of
the working week that their dresses were
too tight or didn't fit well. Therefore on
the Jewish Sabbath, Pinchas deserved to
be king. Sometimes people are put in
certain places for a reason.
The substantive tour itself taught me
that regardless of the country, the work
across different societies responds to the
different needs in every place and time,
but the principles are the same. I had a
precious opportunity to see how gov-
ernment and society in Israel interact in

conducting the fight to ensure a life
with dignity for elders. I witnessed how
some problems are being solved and
how many problems still remain.
Israel’s problems are certainly different
from our problems in the United
States—it is a much younger society,
divided between Jews and Arabs, and
with modern and very conservative
actors of society living side by side, not
always in peace. The responses in Israel
are sometimes different from those in
the U.S., but surprisingly they are many
times the same as here. We have so
much to learn from them and they have
so much to learn from us. Ultimately,
we fight this fight together wherever
we are.
What seems to me to be a major

difference is the effort in Israel to pay
specific attention to personalizing indi-
vidualized care and management as much
as possible. I also learned that excellent
caregiving across the continuum can
occur in physically substandard build-
ings if there are really good caregivers.
My journey ended on a highly spiritual
note at Ben Gurion airport outside Tel
Aviv. After passing through security, as
I walked to the airport gate for my
return flight to Newark, I noticed a man
outside an airport gift shop putting gift
packages on a table. Being a curious
individual, I stopped to inquire what the
packages were for. He proceeded to
explain in English with an Israeli accent
that the gift packages were Shalach

My wife is not a big fan of sports. She
went out for dinner during the Eagles’
Super Bowl victory and did not care to
watch our hometown Eagles beat the
Patriots to win their first Super Bowl.
However, for many others, the Eagles’
Super Bowl win had a very powerful
meaning beyond sports itself.
Certainly, around Philly, the Super Bowl
and the events that followed including the
victory parade up Broad Street to the Art Museum steps will be
remembered for a very long time by Philadelphia sports fans.
However, regardless of whether you are a fan of football,
baseball, basketball, soccer, or hockey, I find the beauty of
sports is its uncanny ability to unite the generations.
Some of the fondest memories of my deceased father
involved baseball. I will always remember our trip to the
Baseball Hall of Fame when we each saw our respective child-
hood idols, Richie Ashburn and Mike Schmidt, inducted into
the Hall of Fame. I will also cherish the recent memory of our
spring training pilgrimage to Clearwater, Florida with my sons.
Football played an important role in my relationship with

my grandfather Harry. Harry was an
immigrant from Poland who came to
America in his late teens in order to
escape anti-Semitism in Eastern
Europe. He spoke English with a heavy
accent. He learned to become a tailor
in America, just like his father. After
retirement, he worked part-time on
weekends in the basement of our house.
Some of my favorite memories of my

grandfather were during the 1970s watching Eagles games
with him on Sunday afternoons while he was busy on his
sewing machine. As an eight-year-old, I was attempting, to
the best of my eight year old ability, to explain the rules of
American football to him. I am not sure he truly understood
the rules, which may have been partly my fault. Regardless,
having the opportunity to bond over football was priceless to
an eight-year-old.
The importance of sports uniting generations can be seen by
pictures of Eagles fans visiting their loved ones’ graves after
the Eagles victory. Yes, it is only a game, but sports are so
much more than the game itself.
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welcome your referrals as well as your input regarding the contents of this newsletter. We also welcome comments on the quality of
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Manos, gifts of food that are sent to
family, friends and others on the Jewish
holiday of Purim. I assumed there was
a charge, but he said they were free, so
I graciously took a gift bag (forgetting
of course that I should not accept pack-
ages from anyone prior to boarding a
plane). The very nice gentleman went
on to explain that he was distributing

the free gifts to give to someone you
love to tell them the story of Purim,
the triumph of good against evil. The
Shalach Manos Purim gifts were spon-
sored by the families of three Israeli
teen boys, Gil-Ad Shaer, Eyal Yifrah,
and Naftali Fraenkel, kidnapped and
murdered by terrorists while coming
home from school in 2014. The gentle-

man who handed me the gift bag was
Ofir Shaer, the father of Gil-Ad Shaer,
who was 16 when he was murdered.
I was stunned and speechless. I gave
him a hug and walked to my gate.
I sat down in the airport terminal and
began to cry. My spiritual journey
had come to an end and another was
just beginning.
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We would like to thank the attendees, exhibitors, sponsors, and speakers who made our first New Jersey
Elder Care Symposium held on April 12, 2018 a success.

For our Pennsylvania professional partners, please join us on October 25, 2018 in Langhorne, PA for our Pennsylvania
Elder Symposium. More information and registration can be obtained at http://rothkofflaw.com/2018-calendar-of-events/.
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About the Firm: Announcements
Attended
Jerry Rothkoff traveled to Israel as part of a tour studying aging
services in Israel from February 16-26, 2018.
Bryan Adler and Roxanne Crowley attended the Pennsylvania
Academy of Elder Law Attorneys’ annual winter conference in
Bedford Springs, PA on December 23-25, 2018.
Bryan Adler, Roxanne Crowley, Jacinda Graham, Janie De Leon
Male, Danielle Salley, Kathleen Magee, and Nicole Noel
attended the Life Care Planning Law Firms Association Annual
Conference in San Antonio, Texas on March 8-10, 2018.
Several Rothkoff Law team members facilitated sessions on
the different facets of a Life Care Planning law firm.

Presentations and Seminars
On January 18, 2018, Jerry Rothkoff was a featured presenter to
long-term care professionals on “Elder Law Hot Topics – What’s
New with Medicare, Medicaid, and VA” at Powerback Voorhees
in Voorhees, NJ.
On January 31, 2018, Jerry Rothkoff presented a HIPAA training
program to the staff of JFCS in Cherry Hill, NJ.
On February 8, 2018, Bryan Adler was a featured presenter on
“Elder Law Hot Topics – What’s New with Medicare, Medicaid,
and VA” at Lions Gate in Voorhees, NJ.
On February 13, 2018, Bryan Adler was a featured presenter on
“Capacity, Competency, & Ethical Interventions” at Abramson
Center in Horsham, PA.

On February 21, 2018, Bryan Adler was a featured presenter
at a CEU seminar at Solana Doylestown, PA on “Capacity,
Competency, & Ethical Interventions.”

On February 28, 2018, Jerry Rothkoff was a featured presenter
on “Capacity, Competency, & Ethical Interventions” at Absecon
Manor Nursing & Rehabilitation in Absecon, NJ.

On February 28, 2018, Bryan Adler was a featured presenter at
the Community College of Philadelphia on “Legal, Financial,
and Social Considerations for Retirees.”

On March 1, 2018, Bryan Adler was a featured presenter for the
general public at The Villages of Flowers Mill in Langhorne, PA.

On March 13, 2018, Jerry Rothkoff was a featured presenter on
Elder Care Planning at a seminar for the general public at
AvistaCare, Cherry Hill, NJ.

On March 20, 2018, Jerry Rothkoff spoke at a CEU seminar on
“Changing Demographics: The Future of Long-Term Care” at
Hospice Compassus in Willingboro, NJ.

On March 21, 2018, Bryan Adler was a featured presenter at a
CEU seminar on “The Future of Dementia Care” at Brookdale
Hamilton, NJ.

On March 29, 2018, Bryan Adler was a featured presenter
at a CEU seminar on “Capacity, Competency, and Ethical
Interventions” at Comfort Keepers Hamilton, NJ.
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